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Abstract—Deep Belief Network (DBN) has a deep architecture
that represents multiple features of input patterns hierarchically
with the pre-trained Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM).
A traditional RBM or DBN model cannot change its network
structure during the learning phase. Our proposed adaptive
learning method can discover the optimal number of hidden
neurons and weights and/or layers according to the input space.
The model is an important method to take account of the
computational cost and the model stability. The regularities to
hold the sparse structure of network is considerable problem,
since the extraction of explicit knowledge from the trained
network should be required. In our previous research, we have
developed the hybrid method of adaptive structural learning
method of RBM and Learning Forgetting method to the trained
RBM. In this paper, we propose the adaptive learning method of
DBN that can determine the optimal number of layers during the
learning. We evaluated our proposed model on some benchmark
data sets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep Learning representation attracts many advances in
a main stream of machine learning in the field of artificial
intelligence (AI) [1]. Especially, the industrial circles are
deeply impressed with the advanced outcome inAI techniques
to the increasing classification capability of Deep Learning.
That is a misunderstanding that a peculiarity is the multi-
layered network structure. The impact factor in Deep Learning
enables the pre-training of the detailed features in each layer
of hierarchical network structure. The pre-training means that
each layer in the hierarchical network architecture trains the
multi-level features of input patterns and accumulates them as
the prior knowledge. Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM)
[2] is an unsupervised learning method that realizes high
capability of representing a probability distribution of input
data set. Deep Belief Network (DBN) [3] is a hierarchical
learning method by building up the trained RBMs.
We have proposed the theoretical model of adaptive learning
method in RBM [4]. Although a traditional RBM model cannot
change its network structure, our proposed model can discover
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the optimal number of hidden neurons and their weights
during training RBM by the neuron generation and the neuron
annihilation algorithm. The method monitors the convergence
situation with the variance of 2 or more parameters of RBM.
Moreover, we developed the Structural Learning Method with
Forgetting (SLF) of RBM to hold the sparse structure of net-
work. The method may help to discover the explicit knowledge
from the structure and weights of the trained network. The
combination method of adaptive learning method of RBM and
Forgetting method can show higher classification capability on
CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 [5] in comparison to the traditional
model.
However some similar patterns were not classified correctly
due to the lack of the classification capability of only one
RBM. In order to perform more accuracy to input patterns
even if the pattern has noise, we employ the hierarchical
adaptive learning method of DBN that can determine the
optimal number of hidden layers according to the given data
set. DBN has the suitable network structure that can show a
higher classification capability to multiple features of input
patterns hierarchically with the pre-trained RBM. It is natural
extension to develop the adaptive learning method of DBN
with self-organizing mechanism.
In [6], the visualization tool between the connections of
hidden neurons and their weights in the trained DBN was
developed and was investigated the signal flow of feed forward
calculation. In this paper, some experimentation of CIFAR-10
with various parameters of RBM and DBN were examined to
verify the effectiveness of our proposed adaptive learning of
DBN. As a result, the score of classification capability was the
top score of world records in [7].
II. ADAPTIVE LEARNING METHOD OF RBM
A. Overview of RBM
A RBM consists of 2 kinds of neurons: visible neuron
and hidden neuron. A visible neuron is assigned to the input
patterns. The hidden neurons can represent the features of
given data space. The visible neurons and the hidden neurons
take a binary signal {0, 1} and the connections between the
visible layer and the hidden layer are weighted the parameters
W . There are no connections among the hidden neurons,
the hidden layer forms an independent probability for the
linear separable distribution of data space. The RBM trains the
weights and some parameters for visible and hidden neurons
to reach the small value of energy function.
Let vi(0 ≤ i ≤ I) be a binary variable of visible neuron. I is
the number of visible neurons. Let hj(0 ≤ j ≤ J) be a binary
variable of hidden neurons. J is the number of hidden neurons.
The energy function E(v,h) for visible vector v ∈ {0, 1}I and
hidden vector h ∈ {0, 1}J in Eq.(1). p(v,h) in Eq.(2) shows
the joint probability distribution of v and h.
E(v,h) = −
∑
i
bivi −
∑
j
cjhj −
∑
i
∑
j
viWijhj, (1)
p(v,h) =
1
Z
exp(−E(v,h)), Z =
∑
v
∑
h
exp(−E(v,h)),
(2)
where the parameters bi and cj are the coefficients for vi and
hj , respectively. Weight Wij is the parameter between vi and
hj . Z in Eq.(2) is the partition function that p(v,h) is a prob-
ability function and calculates to sum over all possible pairs
of visible and hidden vectors as the denominator of p(v,h).
The traditional RBM learns the parameters θ = {b, c,W }
according to the distribution of given input data. The Con-
trastive Divergence (CD) [8] has been proposed to make a good
performance even in a few sampling steps as a faster algorithm
of Gibbs sampling method which is satisfied with Markov
chain Monte Carlo methods. CD method must be converged
if the variance for 3 kinds of parameters θ = {b, c,W } falls
into a certain range under the Lipschitz continuous [9].
The variance of gradients for these parameters become
larger if the learning situation fluctuates from some experi-
mental results[10]. However, the b is influenced largely by the
distributions of input patterns. Then the 2 kinds of parameters
c andW are monitored to avoid the repercussion of uniformity
of impact data [10].
B. Neuron Generation and Neuron Annihilation Algorithm
The adaptive learning method of RBM [10] can be self-
organized structure to discover the optimal number of hidden
neurons and weights according to the features of a given
input data set in learning phase. The basic idea of the neuron
generation and neuron annihilation algorithm works in multi-
layered neural network [11] and we introduce the concept into
RBM training method. The method measures the criterion of
network stability with the fluctuation of weight vector.
If there is not enough neurons in a RBM to classify the input
patterns, then the weight vector and the other parameters will
fluctuate large even after long iterations. We must consider
the case that some hidden neurons cannot afford to classify
the ambiguous pattern of input data caused by the insufficient
hidden neurons. In such cases, a new hidden neuron is added
to the RBM to split the fluctuated neuron by inheritance of
the parent hidden neuron attributes. In order to the insufficient
hidden neurons, the condition of neuron generation is defined
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Fig. 1. An Adaptive RBM
by monitoring the inner product of variance of monitoring both
of 2 parameters c and W as shown in Eq.(3).
(αc · dcj) · (αW · dWij) > θG, (3)
where dcj is the gradient of the hidden neuron j and dWij
is the gradient of the weight vector between the neuron i
and the neuron j. In Eq.3, there are the coefficinets αc and
αW to regulate the range of variance of {c,W}. θG is an
threshold value to make a new hidden neuron. Fig. 1(a) shows
the neuron generation process. A new neuron in hidden layer
will be generated if Eq.(3) is satisfied and the neuron is inserted
into the neighbor position of the parent neuron.
After the neuron generation process, the network with some
inactivated neurons that don’t contribute to the classification
capability should be removed in terms of the reduction of
calculation. If Eq.(4) is satisfied in learning phase, the cor-
responding neuron will be annihilated as shown in Fig. 1(b).
1
N
N∑
n=1
p(hj = 1|vn) < θA, (4)
where vn = {v1,v2, · · · ,vN} is a given input data where N
is the size of input neurons. p(hj = 1|vn) is a conditional
probability of hj ∈ {0, 1} under a given vn. θA is an appro-
priate threshold value. The proposed method by the neuron
generation algorithm and the neruron annihilation algorithm
showed the good performance for some benchmark tests in
previous work [10].
C. Structural Learning Method with Forgetting
Although the optimal structure of hidden layer is obtained
by the neuron generation and neuron annihilation algorithms,
we may meet another difficulty that the trained network is
still a black box. In other words, the knowledge extraction
from the trained network can not be realized. The explicit
knowledge can throw strong light on ‘black box’ to discuss the
regularities of the RBM network structure. In the subsection,
we introduced the Structural Learning Method with Forgetting
(SLF) to discover the regularities of the network structure in
RBM [4]. The basic concept is derived by Ishikawa [12],
3 kinds of penalty terms are added into an original energy
function J as shown in Eq.(5) - Eq.(7). They are ‘learning
with forgetting’, ‘hidden units clarification,’ and ‘learning with
selective forgetting’, respectively. Eq.(5) decays the weights
norm multiplied by small criterion ǫ1. Eq.(6) forces each
hidden unit to be in {0, 1}. After Eq.(6), the characteristic
patterns can be extracted from the network structure. Eq.(7)
works to prevent the larger energy function.
Jf = J + ǫ1‖W ‖, (5)
Jh = J + ǫ2
∑
i
min{1− hi, hi}, (6)
Js = J − ǫ3‖W
′
‖, W
′
ij =
{
Wij , if |Wij | < θ
0, otherwise
, (7)
where ǫ1, ǫ2 and ǫ3 are the small criterion at each equation.
After the optimal structure of hidden layer is determined
by neuron generation and neuron annihilation process, both
Eq.(5) and Eq.(6) are applied together during a certain learning
period. Alternatively, Eq.(7) is used instead of Eq.(5) at final
learning period so as to be the large objective function.
III. ADAPTIVE LEARNING METHOD OF DBN
Deep Belief Network (DBN) is well known deep learning
method proposed by Hinton [3]. The model has the hierarchical
network structure where each layer is pre-trained by RBM.
The hierarchical DBN network structure becomes to represent
higher and multiple level features of input patterns by building
up the pre-trained RBM.
In this paper, we propose the adaptive learning method of
DBN that can determine the optimal structure of hidden layers.
A RBM employs the adaptive learning method by the neuron
generation and neuron annihilation process as described in
section II-B. In general, data representation of DBN performs
the specified features from abstract to concrete at each layer in
the direction to output layer. That is, the lower layer has the
power of non figurative representation, and the higher layer
constructs the object to figure out an image of input patterns.
Adaptive DBN can automatically adjust self-organization of
structured data representation.
In the learning process of adaptive DBN, we observe the
total WD (the variance of both c andW ) and energy function.
If the overall WD is larger than a threshold value and the
energy function is still large, then a new RBM is required to
express the suitable network structure for the given input data.
That is, the large WD and the large energy function indicate the
condition that the RBM has lack data representation capability
to figure out an image of input patterns in the overall network.
Therefore, we define the condition of layer generation with
the total WD and the energy function as shown in Eq.(8) and
Eq.(9).
k∑
l=1
(αWD ·WD
l) > θL1, (8)
k∑
l=1
(αE ·E
l) > θL2, (9)
where WDl is the total variance of parameters c and W in
l-th RBM. El is the total energy function in l-th RBM. k
means the current layer. αWD and αE are the constants for
the adjustment of deviant range in WDl and El. θL1 and θL2
are the appropriate threshold values. If Eq.(8) and Eq.(9) are
satisfied simultaneously in learning phase at layer k, a new
hidden layer k+1 will be generated after the learning at layer
k is finished. The initial RBM parameters b, c and W at the
generated layer k+1 are set by inheriting the attributes of the
parent(lower) RBM.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Data Sets
The image benchmark data set, “CIFAR-10” and “CIFAR-
100” [5], was used in this paper. CIFAR-10 is about 60,000
color images data set included in about 50,000 training cases
with 10 classes and about 10,000 test cases with 100 classes.
The number of images in CIFAR-100 is also same as CIFAR-
10, but CIFAR-100 has much more categories than CIFAR-10.
The original image data with ZCA whitening are used in [13].
We explain the parameters of RBM in this experiments.
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) method, 100 batch size,
0.1 constant learning rate was used. The RBM with 300 hidden
neurons starts to train. The computation results were compared
with the classification accuracy of the output layer which is
added after DBN trains as Hinton introduced [2].
B. Experimental Results
Table I and Table II show the classification accuracy on
CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, respectively. Our proposed DBN
model showed higher classification capability than not only
adaptive RBM with Forgetting but also traditional DBN, CNN
model, and the results in [7]. Table III shows the situation
of each layer after training of our proposed DBN method with
θG = 0.05. As shown in Table III, the total energy and the total
error were decreased. Moreover, the accuracy for classification
of test data set was increased as a RBM is growing. Finally, 5
RBMs were automatically constructed according to the input
data by the layer generation condition.
In particularly interesting, the number of hidden neurons
was smaller in the odd layers and was larger in the even layers
repeatedly. Namely, the first RBM classified the features of
input data roughly, after a new RBM was built, the network
tried to express more complex features as the combination of
new classification patterns in the previous layer was formed.
Fig.2 shows the size of the trained weight value and the
size of outputs from hidden neurons in our proposed DBN
method with θG = 0.05. We found characteristical features
that outputs from hidden neurons in the even layer (with larger
hidden neurons) made the sparse network structure with more
districted hidden neurons as shown in Fig.2(c). On the other
hand, the odd layer (with smaller hidden neurons) formed the
distribution with the value except 0 or 1.
V. CONCLUSION
The adaptive RBM method can improve the problem of
the network structure according to the given input data during
the learning phase. In addition, we developed the adaptive
method of RBM structural learning with Forgetting to obtain
a sparse structure of RBM. In this paper, we propose the layer
generation condition in DBN by measuring the variance of
parameters and the energy function of overall the network
during the learning. In the experimental results, our proposed
DBN model can reach the highest classification capability in
comparison to not only the previous adaptive RBM but also
traditional DBN or CNN model. Furthermore, the following
interesting feature was observed. The hierarchical network
structure was self-organized according to the feature of the
input data as repeating of the rough classification and the
detailed classification alternately upward layer and downward
layer to express more complex features. The extraction method
of explicit knowledge from the trained hierarchical network
was considered in [6]. The embedding method of the acquired
knowledge into the trained network will be improved to realize
approximately 100.0% classification capability in future [16].
TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION RATE ON CIFAR-10
Training Test
Traditional RBM [13] - 63.0%
Traditional DBN [14] - 78.9%
CNN [15] - 96.53%
Adaptive RBM 99.9% 81.2%
Adaptive RBM with Forgetting 99.9% 85.8%
Adaptive DBN with Forgetting 100.0% 92.4%
(No. layer = 5, θG = 0.05)
Adaptive DBN with Forgetting 100.0% 97.1%
(No. layer = 5, θG = 0.01 )
TABLE II
CLASSIFICATION RATE ON CIFAR-100
Training Test
CNN [15] - 75.7%
Adaptive DBN with Forgetting 100.0% 78.2%
(No. layer = 5, θG = 0.05)
Adaptive DBN with Forgetting 100.0% 81.3%
(No. layer = 5, θG = 0.01 )
TABLE III
SITUATION IN EACH LAYER AFTER TRAINING OF ADAPTIVE DBN
Layer No. neurons Total energy Total error Accuracy
1 433 -0.24 25.37 84.6%
2 1595 -1.01 10.76 86.2%
3 369 -0.78 1.77 90.6%
4 1462 -1.00 0.43 92.3%
5 192 -1.17 0.01 92.4%
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